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There are two adaptations of “The Adventures of Pinocchio” by Carlo Collodi this year: 

Guillermo del Toro’s Pinocchio 
A darker version of the classic children's fairy 
tale of a wooden puppet that transforms into 

a real living boy in NetFlix. 
Animation, Drama, Family 

Pinocchio 
A live-action adaptation of Disney's 

'Pinocchio' in Disney+. 
Adventure, Comedy, Drama 

 
 

  

 

  
As a shocking truth about a couple's families 

emerges, the two lovers discover they are not 
so different from each other. Tessa is no longer 
the sweet, simple, good girl she was when she 
met Hardin — any more than he is the cruel, 

moody boy she fell so hard for. 
Drama, Romance 

 In 1909, two explorers fight to survive after 
they're left behind while on a Denmark 
expedition in ice-covered Greenland. 

Adventure, Drama, History 



 
 

 

post-production 
expected 2022 

 

  
A young German soldier's terrifying 

experiences and distress on the western front 
during World War I. 
Action, Drama, War 

 Two CIA agents and ex-lovers are brought 
back together years after a failed rescue 

attempt and forced to blur the lines between 
profession and passion in this deeply riveting 
tale of global espionage, moral dilemma and 

deadly betrayal. 
Mystery, Thriller 

 
 
 

  

 

  
The summer before college Auden meets the 
mysterious Eli, a fellow insomniac. While the 

seaside town of Colby sleeps, the two embark 
on a nightly quest to help Auden experience 

the fun, carefree teen life she never knew she 
wanted. 

Drama, Romance 

 This story follows Maurice, a goofy streetwise 
cat, who has the perfect money-making scam. 
He finds a dumb-looking kid who plays a pipe 
and has his very own horde of rats, who are 

strangely literate. 
Animation, Family 

 
 
 



 
 

  

 

 

post-production 
expected Sep 2022 

A sexual consent scandal amongst British 
privileged elite and the women caught up in its 

wake. 
TV mini series, Drama, Thriller 

 When her family moves from the city to the 
suburbs, 11-year-old Margaret navigates new 

friends, feelings, and the beginning of 
adolescence. 

Comedy, Drama 
 
 
 

  

 

  
Several reformed yet misunderstood criminal 
animals attempt to become good, with some 

disastrous results along the way. 
Animation, Adventure, Comedy 

 13-year-old Nate Foster fantasizes about 
becoming a big Broadway star. He and his 

best friend Litty mastermind a daring trip to 
New York City to audition for "Lilo and Stitch: 

The Musical". 
Comedy, Drama, Family 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

  

 

  
A fictionalized chronicle of the inner life of 

Marilyn Monroe. 
Biography, Drama, Mystery 

 Maren, a young woman, learns how to 
survive on the margins of society. 

Drama, Horror, Romance 
 
 
 

  

 

  
When her sister is killed and her double life as 

a webcam performer is revealed, Grace ignores 
the warnings of a cool-headed detective and 

gets involved in the case. 
Crime, Drama, Mystery 

 Five assassins aboard a fast moving bullet 
train find out their missions have something 

in common. 
Action, Thriller 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

  

 

  
Two Dublin college students, Frances and 
Bobbi, and the strange and unexpected 

connection they forge with married couple, 
Melissa and Nick. 

TV series, Drama, Romance 

 Ex-cop Ted Conkaffey is falsely accused of a 
disturbing crime. He escapes to the tropics of 

Far North Queensland and becomes 
entangled with a newly formed private 

investigation agency. 
TV series, Crime, Thriller 

 
 
 

 

poster not available 

 

  
Following the rise of Daisy Jones and The Six' 
rock band through the '70s LA music scene on 

their quest for worldwide icon status. 
TV mini series, Drama, Music 

 A legendary monster called October Boy 
terrorizes residents in a small Midwestern 

town when he rises from the cornfields every 
Halloween with his butcher knife and makes 
his way toward those who are brave enough 

to confront him. 
Horror 

 
 
 
 



 
 

  

 

  
Krypto the Super-Dog and Superman are 

inseparable best friends, sharing the same 
superpowers and fighting crime side by side in 
Metropolis. However, Krypto must master his 

own powers for a rescue mission when 
Superman is kidnapped. 

Animation, Action, Adventure 

 When Tess and her family suffer an 
unimaginable loss, she finds support from a 
surprising source: her biological father - a 
lovable slacker from the wrong side of the 
tracks - and the charming but dangerous 

juvenile delinquent next door. 
Drama 

 
 
 

  

 

  
While on vacation on the Nile, Hercule Poirot 

must investigate the murder of a young 
heiress. 

Crime, Drama, Mystery 

 A well-to-do husband who allows his wife to 
have affairs in order to avoid a divorce 

becomes a prime suspect in the 
disappearance of her lovers. 

Drama, Mystery, Thriller 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 

post-production 
expected Oct 2022 

 

 

post-production 
expected 2022 

A pair of U.S. Navy fighter pilots risk their lives 
during the Korean War and become some of 

the Navy's most celebrated wingmen. 
Action, Drama, War 

 A human girl and a desperate rabbit rallies an 
unexpected band of allies to help him escape 
from inside a magician's hat and return to the 

human boy he loves. 
Animation, Adventure, Comedy 

 
 
 

  

 

  
Albus Dumbledore assigns Newt and his allies 
with a mission related to the rising power of 

Grindelwald. 
Action, Adventure, Fantasy 

 The story of the House Targaryen set 200 
years before the events of Game of Thrones 

(2011). 
TV series, Action, Adventure, Drama 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

  

 

 

post-production 
expected 2022 

A young girl tries to understand how she 
mysteriously gained the power to set things on 

fire with her mind. 
Drama, Horror, Sci-Fi 

 An infamous caregiver is implicated in the 
deaths of hundreds of hospital patients. 

Biography, Crime, Drama 

 
 
 

  

 

  
When the CIA's most skilled operative-whose 

true identity is known to none-accidentally 
uncovers dark agency secrets, a psychopathic 
former colleague puts a bounty on his head, 
setting off a global manhunt by international 

assassins. 
Action, Thriller 

 Teens Charlie and Nick discover their unlikely 
friendship might be something more as they 

navigate school and young love in this 
coming-of-age series. 

Drama, Romance 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 

poster not available 

 

  
After making a pact to break up before college, 

Claire and Aidan retrace the steps of their 
relationship on one last epic date, revisiting 

familiar and unexpected places as they 
question: stay together or say goodbye 

forever? 
Comedy, Drama, Romance 

 A squirrel embarks on a journey to find an 
animal sanctuary. 

Animation, Adventure, Comedy 

 
 
 

  

 

 

post-production 
expected 2022 

After surviving a car accident that took the life 
of her boyfriend, a teenage girl believes he's 
attempting to reconnect with her from the 

after world. 
Drama, Romance, Sci-Fi 

 Members of the Osage tribe in the United 
States are murdered under mysterious 

circumstances in the 1920s sparking a major 
F.B.I. investigation involving J. Edgar Hoover. 

Crime, Drama, History 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

  

 

 

in production 
expected 2022 

Jack Reacher was arrested for murder and now 
the police need his help. Based on the books 

by Lee Child. 
TV series, Action, Crime, Drama 

 Adaptation of D.H. Lawrence's novel about a 
woman who breaks with the forms and 

traditions of her time when she falls out of 
love with her husband and begins a torrid 

affair with a man who works on their English 
estate. 
Drama 

 
 
 

  

 

  
Epic drama set thousands of years before the 
events of J.R.R. Tolkien's 'The Hobbit' and 'The 
Lord of the Rings' follows an ensemble cast of 

characters, both familiar and new, as they 
confront the long-feared re-emergence of evil 

to Middle-earth. 
TV series, Action, Adventure, Drama 

 Like her grandmother and her mother Jane 
before her, Wendy must escape Pan's hold on 

her and the promise he wants her to keep. 
Drama, Fantasy 

 
 
 



 
 

 

post-production 
expected 2022 

 

 

post-production 
expected 2022 

A woman in New York, who seems to have 
things under control, is faced with a trauma 

that makes her life unravel. 
Drama, Mystery 

 Feature film based on the children's book 
about a crocodile that lives in New York City. 

Animation, Adventure, Comedy 

 
 
 

 

poster not available 

 

  
A girl in search of her true reflection in a 

divided Naples: the Naples of the heights, 
which assumes a mask of refinement, and the 

Naples of the depths, a place of excess and 
vulgarity. 

TV series, Drama 

 Editor Susan Ryeland gets drawn into a web 
of intrigue and murder when she receives 

Alan Conway's unfinished manuscript of an 
Atticus Pünd mystery. 

TV series, Drama, Mystery 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 

post-production 
expected Dec 2022 

 

  
A cranky retired man strikes up an unlikely 

friendship with his boisterous new neighbors. 
A remake of the 2015 Swedish film. 

Comedy, Drama 

 An alien arrives on earth with a mission: to 
learn to become human and find the one 

woman who can help save his species. 
Together they discover that in order to save 

his world, they must first save ours. 
TV series, Sci-Fi 

 
 
 

  

 

 

post-production 
expected 2022 

Music superstars Kat Valdez and Bastian are 
getting married before a global audience of 

fans. But when Kat learns, seconds before her 
vows, that Bastian has been unfaithful, she 

instead decides to marry Charlie, a stranger in 
the crowd. 

Comedy, Music, Romance 

 A woman seeks revenge against the man who 
kidnapped her mother. 

Drama, Thriller 

 
 
 
 



 
 

  

 

  
An adaptation of the Tony and Olivier award-
winning musical. Matilda tells the story of an 
extraordinary girl who, armed with a sharp 

mind and a vivid imagination, dares to take a 
stand to change her story with miraculous 

results. 
Comedy, Drama, Family 

 The Midnight Club follows a group of five 
terminally ill patients at Brightcliffe Hospice, 
who begin to gather together at midnight to 

share scary stories. 
TV series, Drama, Horror, Mystery 

 
 
 

  

 

  
King Louis XIV's quest for immortality leads him 

to capture and steal a mermaid's life force, a 
move that is further complicated by his 
illegitimate daughter's discovery of the 

creature. 
Action, Adventure, Family 

 A young woman courts a mysterious wealthy 
suitor in 19th century England. 

Comedy, Drama, Romance 

 
 
 
 



 
 

  

 

  
A widowed cleaning lady in 1950s London falls 

madly in love with a couture Dior dress, and 
decides that she must have one of her own. 

Comedy, Drama 

 New Jersey raised Kamala Khan learns she has 
polymorphous powers. 

TV mini series, Action, Adventure, Comedy 

 
 
 

 

post-production 
expected 2022 

 

 

post-production 
expected 2022 

Elmer Elevator searches for a captive Dragon 
on Wild Island and finds much more than he 

could ever have anticipated. 
Animation, Adventure, Comedy 

 The arrival of Patrick into Marion and Tom's 
home, triggers the exploration of seismic 

events from 40 years previous. 
Drama, Romance 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

  

 

  
Follows a young woman and her hero's 

journey. 
TV series, Action, Adventure, Drama 

 During a blizzard and stranded at an isolated 
highway rest stop in the mountains, a college 
student discovers a kidnapped child hidden in 

a car belonging to one of the people inside. 
Drama, Mystery, Thriller 

 
 
 

 

post-production 
expected 2022 

 

  
After being raised in the wilderness, a teenage 
girl moves to the city hoping for a normal life 

with her anything but normal mother. 
Drama 

 A former CIA officer, who's living off the grid, 
finds himself on the run from people who 

want to kill him. 
TV series, Action, Drama, Thriller 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 

“Lost Ollie” 
poster not available 

 

  
A lost toy, searching across the countryside for 
the boy who lost him, and the story of the boy 

who lost more than a best friend. 
TV series, Animation, Adventure, Drama 

 Based on the New York Times bestseller, this 
sweeping saga chronicles the hopes and 

dreams of a Korean immigrant family across 
four generations as they leave their 

homeland in an indomitable quest to survive 
and thrive. 

TV series, Drama 
 
 
 

 

post-production 
expected 2022 

 

 

poster not available 

Follows a veteran detective who investigates 
the murders, helped by a detail-oriented young 

cadet who will later become a world famous 
author, Edgar Allan Poe. 
Crime, Horror, Mystery 

 Few hours after 1988 Halloween night, four 
12-year old girls have to face a mission. 

Trapped in a complicated conflict, they will 
travel in time to save the world. 

TV series, Drama, Fantasy, Horror 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 

poster not available 

 

 

poster not available 

Set in the future when technology has subtly 
altered society, a woman discovers a secret 

connection to an alternate reality as well as a 
dark future of her own. 

TV series, Drama, Sci-Fi, Thriller 

 Eight years after Anne Elliot was persuaded 
not to marry a dashing man of humble 

origins, they meet again. Will she seize her 
second chance at true love? 

Drama, Romance 
 
 
 

  

 

  
Live-action adaptation of J.M. Barrie's classic 

tale of a boy who wouldn't grow up and 
recruits three young siblings in London to join 
him on a magical adventure to the enchanted 

Neverland island. 
Action, Adventure, Comedy 

 When a Saturday afternoon trip to the mall 
with her mother suddenly explodes into 

violence, an adrift young woman's conception 
of her mother is forever changed. 
TV series, Crime, Drama, Mystery 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 

post-production 
expected 2022 

 

 

poster not available 

Paul Carpenter is an intern at a mysterious 
London firm with unconventional employers, 

including a CEO who wants to disrupt the 
ancient magical world with modern corporate 

practices. 
Fantasy 

 A group of teenage girls mysteriously develop 
a special power that allows them to 

electrocute people at will. 
TV series 

 
 
 

  

 

  
Tannie Maria sees food as "medicine for the 

body and heart". She envies romance as much 
as she enjoys cooking and eating. But it's death 
that shakes up Tannie Maria's life, when one of 

the correspondents to her column is brutally 
murdered. 

TV series, Crime, Drama, Mystery 

 Sold into prostitution as a child, Angel knows 
nothing but betrayal. Can her heart ever be 
mended? Based upon the novel by Francine 

Rivers. 
Drama, History, Romance 

 
 
 
 



 
 

  

 

  
A writer travels to a town where the people 

become vampires. 
Horror, Thriller 

 Upon escaping after decades of 
imprisonment by a mortal wizard, Dream, the 

personification of dreams, sets about to 
reclaim his lost equipment. 

TV series, Drama, Fantasy, Horror 
 
 
 

  

 

 

post-production 
expected Nov 2022 

A group of boys and girls are taken to an 
institution where they are trained to become 

fairy tale-like heroes and villains. 
Action, Drama, Fantasy 

 New York Times reporters Megan Twohey 
and Jodi Kantor break one of the most 

important stories in a generation — a story 
that helped launch the #MeToo movement 

and shattered decades of silence around the 
subject of sexual assault in Hollywood. 

Drama 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

  

 

  
Years after a brutal attack left her in a 

constantly shifting reality, Kirby Mazrachi 
learns that a recent murder is linked to her 

assault. She teams with a veteran reporter to 
understand her ever-changing present and 

confront her past. 
TV series, Crime, Drama, Mystery 

 A handyman living in New York City is 
mistaken for a famous and famously reclusive 
writer and brought to a university where he is 

to deliver a keynote address. 
Comedy 

 
 
 

  

 

  
The professional and personal lives of the 

1980s Los Angeles Lakers, one of sports' most 
revered and dominant dynasties - a team that 

defined an era, both on and off the court. 
TV series, Biography, Drama, Sport 

 A shy, teenage musician tries to keep things 
together in the aftermath of her older, more 

outgoing sister's death. 
Drama, Music, Romance 

 
 
 
 
 



 
 

  

 

 

post-production 
expected 2022 

A documentary filmmaker's research on a 
town's mysterious benefactor unearths an 

unexplained evil while staying at a local resort. 
Drama, Horror, Thriller 

 Jakub Procházka, orphaned as a boy and 
raised in the Czech countryside by his 

grandparents, overcomes his odds to become 
the country's first astronaut. 

Adventure, Drama, Sci-Fi 
 
 
 

 

poster not available 

 

  
In 1984's Nicaragua, a mysterious English 
businessman and a headstrong American 

journalist strike up a romance as they soon 
become embroiled in a dangerous labyrinth of 
lies and conspiracies and are forced to try and 

escape the country. 
Drama, Romance, Thriller 

 A love triangle between one girl and two 
brothers. A story about first love, first 

heartbreak, and the magic of that one perfect 
summer. 

TV series, Drama, Romance 

 
 
 
 
 



 
 

  

 

  
A former Navy SEAL officer investigates why 
his entire platoon was ambushed during a 

high-stakes covert mission. 
TV series, Action, Drama, Thriller 

 Set on labour Ward with all its hilarity and 
heart-lifting highs but also its gut-wrenching 

lows, the show delivers a brutally-honest 
depiction of life as a junior doctor on the 
wards, and the toll the job can take back 

home. 
TV series, Comedy, Drama 

 
 
 

  

 

  
A young boy discovers a caged tiger in the 

woods near his home. 
Family 

 Tells the intricate love story of Clare and 
Henry, and a marriage with a problem... time 

travel. 
TV series, Drama, Fantasy, Romance 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

  

 

  
A Western journalist working for a publication 

in Tokyo takes on one of the city's most 
powerful crime bosses. 

TV series, Crime, Drama, Thriller 

 A devout detective's faith is tested as he 
investigates a brutal murder seemingly 

connected to an esteemed Utah family's 
spiral into LDS fundamentalism and their 

distrust in the government. 
TV mini series, Crime, Drama, Mystery 

 
 
 

 

poster not available 

 

  
In a world of privilege and glamour, two young 
women's friendship transcends their strikingly 
different classes as they prepare to complete 

their education and enter royal vampire 
society. 

TV series, Drama, Fantasy 

 A weekend getaway to Croatia that goes awry 
when a woman is accused of killing her best 

friend. As she attempts to clear her name and 
uncover the truth, her efforts unearth a 

painful secret. 
Crime, Drama, Mystery 

 
 
 
 
 



 
 

  

 

 

post-production 
expected Oct 2022 

A woman who raised herself in the marshes of 
the deep South becomes a suspect in the 

murder of a man she was once involved with. 
Drama, Mystery, Thriller 

 A young Jewish girl hidden away by a boy and 
his family in Nazi-occupied France during 

World War II. 
Biography, Drama, War 

 
 
 

 

post-production 
expected 2022 

 

  
White Noise dramatizes a contemporary 

American family's attempts to deal with the 
mundane conflicts of everyday life while 

grappling with the universal mysteries of love, 
death, and the possibility of happiness in an 

uncertain world. 
Drama, Mystery 

 A dying man's enigmatic last words send 
vicar's son, Bobby Jones, and his socialite 
friend, Lady Frankie Derwent, on a crime-

solving adventure. 
TV mini series, Mystery, Thriller 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 

post-production 
expected 2022 

 

 

post-production 
expected 2022 

A group of women in an isolated Mennonite 
religious colony in Bolivia as they struggle to 

reconcile their faith with a string of sexual 
assaults committed by the colony's men. 

Drama 

 A tale of two strangers who transform each 
other's lives, a psychological thriller, and a 

story of love pitted against evil. 
Drama, Mystery, Thriller 

 
 
 
 
 

If you did not see the book you want in 
our library, please ask the librarian. 

We’d be happy to get it for you. 
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